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PUPILS PRESENT STAFF PRESENT 

 
DE- 3B 
RT – 10S 
KWC – 10J 
NS – 3R 
MD – 3W 
JP – 11F 
KL – 3T 
AH – 3D 
FL – 11H 
 

 
LEAD - L. Thompson 
J. McLaughlin 
J. Penrose 
A. Hadley 
P. Mortimer  
 
 
 

 

OUTCOMES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING 

 LT assures pupils the resurfacing for the pool table is going to happen. Caretakers are on 
with that. 

 LT said Cheerleading and Board games didn’t go down well as not many pupils attended. LT 
informed DE there is a girl only P.E class so he can inform EB (pupil from his class) that they 
cheerleading is a possibility then if they boys don’t want to participate.   

 

LT is in the process of organising London Trip for April 2019. He explained to new pupils who do not 
know what it is that he takes 5 pupils to London and they go on a tour of the houses of Parliament. 
Previous years they have done London Eye and a West End show in the afternoon. Next  trip is 
potentially a boat cruise.  
 
Farmers Market is on Thursday 18th October. Half school will go over during lesson 5 and the other 
half will go over during lesson 6. Pupils can bring money to spend if they want to. They will be 
various things for sale such as cakes, hot chocolate and buns. 
 
On Thursday 25th October they will be an emotional wellbeing theme day. External people will be 
coming in to help run some of the activities.  
 
Oakfield School received a silver award for their involvement in the interschool sporting activities. 
 
Interschool competitions PE have been organised for the full year-AW will inform pupils when they 
take place.  
 
 
AOB from pupils 
DE enquired about the gym on a Friday pm.  LT informed pupils the Gym is only open once every 
other week due to staff needing to be gym trained that supervise in there. LT also informed pupils 
staff member EJ/TM are currently doing the training.  
 
DE asked if the Bacon and Sausage sandwiches can be put on once a week again preferably Tuesdays 
and him and his class are happy to cook them. LT is going to find out why they stopped. 
 
DE also asked if it is possible to have an Xbox in the rec room. LT informed DE there is an Xbox 360 
in the rec room that will be available to play on the projector. This will allow The PS4 to run through 
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the TV whilst still allowing other pupils to go on the Xbox.DE and LT are going to sort this during the 
week at some point. 
 
FL asked LT if it would be possible every other Friday to have an option of Burger and Hot Dogs 
instead of fish and quiche. FL also asked if the Quiche could be cooked longer. FL also suggested 
kitchen provide bigger portions. AH asked if the kitchen could do cheesecake as a choice of dessert. 
KL asked if paninis can be done more than twice a week. LT said this is not able to happen due to 
healthy eating. LT is going to organise the Boss from ISS to come in to answer questions pupils may 
have regarding food etc. 
 
FL asked if they could be more fund raising activities for the year 11 leavers. LT informed FL the 
night challenge is coming up and to speak to RS about organising a year 11 group. LT did inform the 
group that there is a sponsored walk in the next couple of week. FL suggested a sponsored run. 
 
DE asked if they could be more choice for end of term rewards such as Cinema, Bowling or football. 
LT will look into this and speak to the relevant staff. 
 
DE suggested classes being decorated for Halloween. LT thinks this it could be a good idea for this 
to be done during art lessons particularly for the nurture groups.  DE is going to inform Nurture 
class teachers of this idea. 
 

 
 

ACTIONS FOR NEXT MEETING 
 

LT – to chase up Tomato Sauce in the kitchen. 
LT- chase up the resurfacing of the pool table with caretakers. 
LT- to ask why bacon sandwiches stopped once a week and to ask if and when they can be started 
back up again. 
LT and DE to sort out the Xbox in the rec room to be plugged into the projector so it is able to be 
played on whilst the play station is in use. 
LT to contact ISS boss about attending school council to talk about the food portions etc. 

 
 

 MINUTES SENT TO ALL PUPILS  MINUTES SENT TO ALL STAFF 

 


